PRESS RELEASE
Specialty Systems, Inc. (SSI), a privately held company in Toms River, New Jersey announced today it has
received a contract to provide Radio Communications Control Software to the Royal Australian Navy (RAN)
for their ANZAC Class‐Frigates. SSI’s software introduces a new state‐of‐the‐art paradigm for the control
and management of the RAN’s ANZAC‐class shipboard radio communications systems, delivering dramatic
improvements in mission flexibility and capability.
The contract was awarded to SSI in support of a communications modernization contract by Selex‐ES, a
UK based Prime Contractor, as the result of a highly competitive Request for Tender (RFT) process by the
Australian Defense Material Organization (DMO). SSI participated in the prime proposal design for this
RFT effort. Under the contract, SSI will provide communications control software to be installed in the
main communications control computer that will integrate with a technologically advanced Radio
Frequency Distribution System (RFD) to provide the capability to adjust the multi‐band, multi‐mode radio
communications configuration in real‐time in support of military, humanitarian and other Government
and Defense related missions. The features of the computer controlled RFD will provide the Australian
Navy with a higher performing communications capability which is required to meet expanding
operational needs. The solution provides improved and intuitive communication management between
ships, aircraft, troops, first responders, emergency personnel, other agencies and allied nations to
coordinate the information and resources necessary in any situation. The control software operates in
coordination with an RF Distribution System developed by RF Products, Inc., another New Jersey company.
“This is a significant opportunity for SSI to deliver our C2D2TM (Command and Control Digital Dashboard)
Control Software to the Royal Australian Navy. This software system leverages the latest designs to
provide communications operators the control to immediately adapt system capability for any mix of
emerging needs,” said Emil Kaunitz, President of SSI. “The control software also allows RAN to quickly
and affordably upgrade their communications systems to address future mission needs and assure
continued interoperability through the life‐cycle. While designed specifically for these frigates to increase
and improve radio operations, our software is modular and easily modified so that the same capability
can be utilized across an entire Navy fleet with different ship classes and different radio system
configurations.” Mr. Kaunitz said.
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Multi‐Mode, Multi‐Band Control Software (M3BCS)
Communications Control Digital Dashboard (C2D2) TM
Specialty Systems, Inc. C2D2TM and M3BCS products are valuable components of complex communication
systems; they supplement the combination of the radios, antenna, and RF Distribution system to maximize
systems communications capability while reducing operator workload and complexity. The basic features
of the product will allow a common operator interface to control the communications systems on air, ship
and ground vehicles providing commonality which reduces operator training and associated cost while
improving operator capability. The products also integrate with other on‐board systems to create a seamless
environment where operators request services and the products implement the entire control chain to
implement the change. Systems such as intercom systems, deployable antenna systems and carry on radios
can be seamlessly controlled allowing maximum utility of integrated system assets. SSI works with end‐users
and acquisition personnel to explore product customization to maximize the benefit of our products in the
customer’s defense environment.
The products SSI provides, work in conjunction with a Remote Control Unit (RCU) and RF Distribution
hardware provided by RF Products located in Camden, New Jersey. The systems support the following
features:
M3BCS
 Two click operator selection of a communication change to a multi‐mode, multi‐band radio path
 Two click reconfiguration of all paths in a multi‐mode, multi‐band communications suite
 Maximizes simultaneous operation for communications requirements in bands and modes to
support communications to:
o Ship
o Submarine
o Aircraft
o Air Traffic Control
o Ground Vehicle
o First Responder
Communication Control System (C2D2)
 Single operator management of a highly complex communications configurations with the flexibility
to maximize communications support over a wide variety of needs
 Manages radio configurations
 Manages on‐board intercom system operation and integration to the radio communications
capability
SSI’s M3BCS software suite minimizes the skill level of operators necessary to maximize the communications
effectiveness of multiple radio configurations that include a large complement of multi‐band multi‐mode
radios supported by interference cancellation systems and numerous multi‐port antennas.
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